EVENTCORE
Lighting Guide

A beautiful range of decorative and feature lighting for all occossions.

Lighting lovers & trend setters

............
LIghting is such a big part of any party, it is the sparkle and the
glitter but most importantly it is the mood setting, show
stopper. The icing on the cake so to speack and we love love
love pretty sparkly light here at Eventtcore and know that you
will fall head over heels, madly in love with it too.
There are so many types of light, disco lights, fairy lights,
Edison bulbs, chandeliers, the list is endless and we have an
amazing selection of lights to suit any event style or theme.
No matter if you have a vintage vibe, or if you are a boho babe,
a member of the mod squad or a part of the romance set we
will have something to light up your party.
So think outside the square for your next party &

letyour loveshinebright

T hem
oodm
akers
The mood setters otherwise known as the sparkle and glitter are your hero
lights, they are practicle but pretty, bright but beautiful and can be dressed to
impress or left as is. These globes are pretty much perfect.

Edison swag
Long lighting lines with Edison droppers. Available in a multitude of lengths to
suit any table size.

Exposed globes

Paper lanterns

Exposed globes/festoon lighting. Lighting lines to be
run in a variety of patterns suitable for indoor and
outdoor use.

Paper lanterns - small, medium, large. To be used as
decorative additions to exposed globes/festoon runs.
Use individually as a feature or as a full installation.

Fairy lights - Single globe

Fairyl lights - Icicle

Single globe fairy lights - warm light. Green or white wire.
Suitable for indoor or outdoor use. Can be rigged overhead or
used as tree wraps, or curtaining.

Icicle fairy lights - warm light. W hite wire. Suitable for
indoor or outdoor use. Can be rigged overhead or used
as tree wraps or curtaining.

T hescenestealers
The scene stealers otherwise known as the super heros of the lighting world are the decorative
elements that are used in conjunction with lighting runs and bulbs to take the sparkle and glow
to the next level. These are the lipstick and high heels of the lighting world and are every
lighting guru's go to, ride or die, must have piece.

Edison droppers with f lower cages
Creating a unique lighitng design for your wedding is our jam, we love it, and combining lighting
elements will allow us to create something that will take everyones breath away.

Edison droppers

Vintage f lower cages

Individual Edison droppers. Available in a selection of
dropper lengths and can be used with all Edison bulb
shapes & shizes to create unique patterns.

Vintage f lower cage - brass. Decorative lighting cage
for small or medium Edison globes.

Soho globe cage on lighting line

Globe cage on individual droppers.

Edison cages - white or gold. To be used in conjunction with
large or medium Edison bulbs.

Edison cages - white or gold. To be used with large or
medium Edison bulbs . Use as single statement pieces in
conjunction with Edison droppers .

T heshowstoppers!
The show stoppers will literally take your breath away and are the decorative lights
that are a big statement. They are the show offs , they are the wow and come in many
different shapes and sizes but no matter what you choose these are sure to get plenty
of oohs and arghs from your guests.

Edison platforms
We have designed the most beautiful Edison globe platforms for our clients to use in
conjunction with their f lorists to create a whole lot of show stopping magic.

Edison platforms - double

Edison platform - single

9 globe Edison platform - walnut or black. Can be
used as a single feature or butted together to create
one large feature.

9 globe Edison platform - walnut or white. These
platforms are to be used with f loral inserts and can be
hung in a multitude of ways.

Edison Hoop

Rustic Edison platform

Edison Hoop - 9 globes. To be used in conjunction
with f loristry inserts and can be hung in a
multitude of ways.

Rustic timber platform - walnut. Use as is or string
f lowers or beads to platform to customise.

T hecool kids!
The cool kids are a lighting teams dream, they are groovy, they are charming and alone
or in groups are a knock out. Our collection of these cool pieces is pretty impressive
and come in lots of different shapes, sizes and textures and we think we have
something to suit the coolest of the cool kids.

M acrame Pendant
Macrame light pendants - cream. To be used lit with Edison bayonets or can
be used un lit.

Olinda chandelier

Shell Pendants

Vintage crystal chandeliers - 8 or 12 globe chandeliers.
Can be used indoors and outdoors.

A selection of shell pendants - white & natural. Each
pendant is different and are available in multipul sizes.
To be used lit with Edison bayonets or un lit.

Rattan basket

Rattan ball

Rattan basket pendants - natural and white. Use in
conjunction with Edison bayonets.

Rattan ball pendants - natural & white. Available in
small or large. Use in conjunction with Edison
bayonets.

T heparty starters!
The party starters are big and bold, loud and fun and will make everyone feel like the
party has started. These are the feature lights that use their glow purely for good
times and to make your guests smile for miles. So pick a spot at your party and get
ready to light up the night.

Letter lights - custom
Lit letters- white base, warm light. A selection of globe colours are available on
request.

Fluro sign - Good vibes

Effects lighting - multi

Fluro sign - Good vibes. Warm light. Hanging piece.

Effects lighting - multipul effects available including
laser lights, dance f loor features etc.

Feature lighting/up lights

Gobo lighting - custom

Feature lighting - varies. To create mood, emphasise areas and to
provide additional perimeter lighting. Available in warm light or use

Gobo lighting - custom product. Stencil or template
design and production.

with gels for colour effects
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